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Pop inside the Threshing Barn for visitor information, membership details, tour bookings
and first aid – in the event of an emergency, please gather here. (10-minute walk from the car park)

Entrance

A country home built around 1690 and reshaped in Georgian times, Hadspen House has been beloved over the
centuries – now housing bedrooms, lounges and The Botanical Rooms restaurant. (10-minute walk from the Threshing Barn)
A walled garden concealing an apple tree maze, the Parabola sits at the core of the gardens. Step inside its gates to
discover the many apple growing counties of England, with trained trees at every turn. (2-minute walk from the Threshing Barn)
Get hands on with soil, scents, botany at The Story of Gardening. Journey through landscapes across
time and place, from the ancient world to Babylonstoren in South Africa. (15-minute walk from the Threshing Barn)
The Avenue is the oldest remaining feature of the original formal garden, planted by William Player. While the
original trees have been replaced over the decades, the line remains the same since the 17th Century. (Hotel Guests only)
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A former dairy, Farmyard is cupped in a sun-drenched combe, surrounded by mills, barns and grain store. With a bar
and wood-fired kitchen, it’s a hideaway to kick back and breathe deeply, far from the madding crowd. (Hotel Guests only)
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Comprising remains unearthed on the estate, an informative museum and reimagined Roman Villa, the Roman
Villa Experience allows you to do as the Romans once did here in Somerset. (25-minute walk from the Threshing Barn)
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9.

Farm Shop

Mushroom House,
College Room &
Gelateria

Japanese Garden
Winter Garden

Garden & Cascades
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12. Colour Gardens
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13. Long Walk

14. Bathing Pond
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Cyder Cellar

11. Victorian Fragrance
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Cyder Bar

10. Cottage Garden
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Courtyard

15. Kitchen Garden

16. Seasonal Snack Van
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17. Picnic Area
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18. Garden Café
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19. Marl Pit
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20. Marl Pit Copse
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21. Creech Hill Promontry
22. Deer Park
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23. Viper
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24. Newt Lake

25. Goose House & Pond
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26. Grotto
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27. Badger Walk

28. Cattle Throat Lookout
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29. Druid Tree
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30. Bullbeggar’s Dell

31. Farmyard Lookout
32. Dorset Vector
33. Dovecote

34. Roman Villa Experience
35. The Botanical Rooms
36. Coach House

37. Belvedere Pond, Viewing
Tower & Stumpery

38. Mound
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Defibrillators
Hotel Guests Only
Hotel Guest Parking
Steep Slope
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Steep slope
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We’d like to give our guests access to as much of the estate as possible, so that you can
experience it for yourself; but please keep in mind that it’s a working agricultural
farm with lots of associated risks. Regrettably, no dogs are allowed (except
assistance dogs), as we keep deer and fowl.
Children (and anyone unable to swim) must be
closely supervised at all times, as we have lots
of open water, as well as farming equipment,
unprotected drops and steps. Please wear
sturdy shoes (no high heels, please!) as some
paths have gaps, are uneven and can be
slippery in inclement weather.

The Newt in Somerset is a working farm. We cannot exclude
liability for personal injury or death which occurs while
visiting. However, we will not be responsible for any injury a
visitor could have reasonably avoided by following the advice
on our website, maps and signs around the estate. We are
also only responsible for any loss or damage to personal
property if caused by us while you are on site.

For your safety, CCTV cameras are located
throughout the gardens and wider estate.
We also operate a weathercam, with images
streamed live on our website. If you have
any questions regarding this, please email
preferences@thenewtinsomerset.com or
speak to any member of the team.
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Gardens open every day*
+44(0)1963 577 777
@thenewtinsomerset
thenewtinsomerset.com
Bruton, Somerset BA7 7NG

D
WC

*except Christmas Day

a feast for the eyes and the stomach. Somerset is apple country and we celebrate every aspect of its signature crop; from the sapling to the tree, the

fruit, its juice and the final stage: cyder. We champion modern cyder making techniques with a nod to our West Country roots, and a passion for the magic and mystery that turns apples into golden nectar.

The Beezantium explores the intricate connections between bees, the land and us humans, providing a playful yet
purposeful home for wild bee colonies, inviting us to peek into their secret lives. (15-minute walk from the Threshing Barn)

Exit

garden designer Penelope Hobhouse revived Margaret’s vision in the 1970s. The latest incarnation was created by Italo-French architect Patrice Taravella. Mixing ornamental and productive elements, our gardens are

The gardens have been shaped and beloved by successive enthusiastic Hobhouses: Margaret Hobhouse elevated them to a Victorian ideal, while esteemed

